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Give a chef a grill and he’ll
create a savory story. When
the coals get hot, David
Burke cooks everything from
vegetables to meats—even
desserts—on the grill.

You don’t need a beach to
create David Burke’s Paint Can
Clambake. Easy to assemble
and quick to cook, throwing
a beach blanket party in your
backyard couldn’t be more fun.

chef meets GRILL

MEAL IN A BUCKET

11

Adding herbs and spices to oil
can lead to mass infusion—and
an easy way to add flavor to a
variety of dishes.

The diner reaps all the benefits
of the advances in technology
as David Burke’s meat purveyor
applies high-tech precision in
butchering.
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23

Rosé wines from Provence in
France are changing the way
people think about pink wines
of the past.

Dropping in on his restaurants
at Bloomingdale’s is a good
excuse for David Burke to
go shopping for all of his
essentials—from Ts and
sunglasses to barbecue tools
and accessories.

NO BLUSHING

19

PITCHER PERFECT

7

MASS INFUSION

16

THE CUTTING EDGE

11

Preparing cocktails by the
pitcher help make it easy on
the host of any dinner party
or barbecue—and leaves more
time for mingling.

21

CLOWNING AROUND

SHOPPING IN STYLE

25

CHEF’S noteBOOK
David Burke sits down with his
friend, fellow chef, and now
neighbor Emeril Lagasse to
catch up on what the “BAM!”
chef is up to now.

Brunch time just became fun
time at Fromagerie in Rumson,
New Jersey. A cotton-candy
cart, a donut machine, and
a buffet of fun and delicious
foods make for a carnival-style
atmosphere.

23

“Chef Burke is the man!” explains Bob Mark. “His imagination and creativity
make us better!” Buckhead Beef provides Chef David Burke with all his prime
steaks and chops, pieces of veal and lamb, as well as specialty items.
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once upon a grill
with david burke

For as long as man has been eating meat, he’s been cooking it over an open fire. Although barbecue technically means cooking
a whole animal or large pieces of tough meat for a long time in an enclosed space on a very low fire, almost all outdoor
cooking is referred to as barbecuing. The important aspects of a true barbecue are the type of wood used to flavor the meat;
the temperature of the fire (usually around 220˚F), to produce a constant, mellow smoke; and the space itself. Unless you’re in
Hawaii or down South, barbecue refers to foods that have been placed on an outdoor grill, either charcoal or gas. It’s important
to grill over a low, even fire, cooking the exterior to a crisp, smoky crust and leaving the interior soft and juicy. Then all the cook
has to do is sit and wait—of course, some cold beer or chilled wine will help the time pass quickly.

FENNEL

RADISHES

ASPARAGUS

Fennel is a rather unique vegetable that looks
like a cross between celery and an onion, but
it tastes like neither. Instead, it has a flavor
like anise or black licorice when raw, but takes
on a sweeter, more herbal taste when cooked.
The leaves are delicate and spidery, like those
of the dill plant, and can be eaten. The bulb is
wonderfully crunchy and very versatile—eaten
raw in salads or cooked on the grill.

Crunchy, peppery, juicy, and colorful—how
can you resist radishes? Related to horseradish
and turnips, radishes are seasonal in the
spring and summer months and come in a
number of varieties, including the common
red radish we know and love, and the white
radish, also called daikon or mooli. The
French breakfast variety—an elongated, redskinned radish with a white splash at the root
end—is generally milder and best for salads.

There are literally hundreds of varieties of
asparagus, but only a few are edible. White
asparagus grows entirely underground and
has a delicate flavor. It’s also the only variety
that you need to peel, because it’s more
fibrous. Green asparagus has a stronger flavor
but is more tender, so peeling usually is not
necessary (but be sure to remove the spikes
on the stem). The purple variety, whose
tip is adorned with purple, is really a white
asparagus that hasn’t been fully covered
underground, exposing it to the sun. It has a
fruitier flavor than white asparagus.

David Burke suggests you grill your
entire meal when you fire up the
barbecue. Grilling vegetables along
with any meats keeps the cook from
having to run back and forth to the
kitchen to prepare sides.

2010 • davidburke
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By Chef David Burke

FLAVORED
and INFUSED

OILS

I started experimenting with flavored—or infused—oils years ago, when I was looking for something new to brighten
sauces and marinades. The dazzling variety of available herbs and spices inspired me to develop a bouquet of
flavored oils. If you want to truly marry flavors, an herb, a spice, or some other ingredient has to develop a relationship
with the oil. Flavored oils have to be prepared in advance—they need a little time to come to full strength. Once
made, they last for about two weeks if refrigerated or kept in a cool place. You can cook with flavored oils, use them
in marinades and vinaigrettes, or offer dinner guests a variety of oils for dipping at the table.
Citrus Oil

Herb Oil

Rosemary Oil

Mint Oil

Watercress Oil

Zest and juice of
6 oranges (or
3 grapefruits,
6 limes, or 6 lemons)

3 tbsp chopped fresh
herbs—any combination
of tarragon, thyme,
basil, sage, chives, and
rosemary

2 cups olive oil

2 tbsp chopped
fresh mint

2 bunches watercress

Coarse or kosher salt and
freshly ground pepper to
taste

1 1/2 cups grape seed
or vegetable oil

Coarse or kosher salt
and freshly ground
pepper to taste

Combine oil and rosemary
in a small saucepan over
medium-high heat and
bring to boil. Remove pan
from heat and set aside to
cool. When the oil is cool,
transfer to a nonreactive
container. Cover and store
in a cool spot, but do not
refrigerate. Allow oil to
infuse for 24 hours before
using.

Combine all ingredients and
mix. Place in a just-turned-off
oven or other warm place, or
heat very gently for 30 seconds.
Then allow the oil to steep for 30
minutes. Store without straining,
but strain oil as needed.

2 cups grape seed
or olive oil

1 1/2 cups olive oil

Coarse or kosher salt and
freshly ground pepper
to taste

Coarse or kosher salt
and freshly ground
pepper to taste

Combine all ingredients
in a saucepan. Cook
slowly over low heat until
juice has evaporated,
about 20 minutes. Store.

Combine all ingredients
and mix. Place in a
just-turned-off oven
or other warm place, or
heat very gently for 30
seconds, then allow oil
to steep for 30 minutes.
Store without straining,
but strain oil as needed.

Uses for citrus oil:
Serve with fresh fruit
compotes and in salads.
Drizzle over grilled fish, or
use as a dipping sauce for
hors d’oeuvres.

Uses for herb oil:
In vinaigrettes, for
basting grilled
chicken or meats,
or spooned over
mashed or baked
potatoes.

4 sprigs fresh rosemary

Coarse or kosher salt to taste

Uses for mint oil:
Spoon over tuna carpaccio,
grilled salmon, or grilled lamb.
Float on top of fruit soups.

1 cup olive oil

Blanch watercress in
boiling, salted water
for 2 minutes. Drain
and reserve. Combine
all ingredients in a
food processor and
puree until thoroughly
combined. Store.
Uses for watercress oil:
Serve with grilled
scallops, grilled
chicken, or grilled fish.

Uses for rosemary oil:
On grilled asparagus
and grilled meats.

2010 • davidburke
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Pour the coals and light the fire

it’s time to grill!
Paint Can Clambake
Yields 1 serving per can
Ingredients

Method

1–1 1/4 lb. lobster

Place the lobster in a large empty
paint can, followed by the rest of the
ingredients, saving the shrimp to go
in last for the top. Cover with foil and
place on grill. Cook until foil begins
to puff up and shellfish opens. Serve
with lots and lots of grilled bread.

6 mussels
6 clams
8 slices chorizo or spicy
Italian sausage

Drilled Corn

Yields 4 servings

The grill is often a man’s domain, and what guy doesn’t also like
playing with his power tools? David Burke takes the unusual step
of using a hole saw to buzz about two inches off each corn on the
cob—hence “Drilled Corn.”
Ingredients

Method

8 cloves garlic, sliced

2 corn on the cob, shucked
and cut in half

1 cup chopped tomatoes

3 oz butter, softened

1 ear of corn
1/2 cup chopped basil

3 tsp canned chipotle
peppers, chopped

Rub each cob with butter, chipotle
peppers, cilantro, and salt and
pepper. Wrap a bacon slice around
each cob. Wrap corn in foil and cook
on a hot grill until tender.

1 lemon, cut into wedges

2 tbsp cilantro

1 1/2 cups white wine

salt and pepper

5–6 tbsp butter

4 bacon slices

2–3 Red Bliss potatoes, diced

2 tbsp red pepper flakes
1 tbsp Old Bay seasoning
salt and pepper
3–4 medium-size shrimp

More Veggies

... and Dessert!

FENNEL

RADISHES

ASPARAGUS

Grilled Peach Melba

If you are using a large fennel
bulb, simply trim off the stems,
slice off the bottom, and cut
the bulb in half lengthwise.
Cut each half into even-sized
wedges, about half an inch
thick.

Slice radishes and place on
a double layer of aluminum
foil along with chopped
garlic, butter, and an ice
cube. Season well with salt
and pepper. Tightly seal
foil around its contents,
and place on the grill. Cook
for 20 minutes or until the
radishes are tender.

On a platter, drizzle
asparagus with rosemary
oil and toss to coat. Place
the asparagus on the grill,
turning frequently for
about 4 to 5 minutes or until
cooked through and nicely
marked. Transfer from the
grill to a platter, and add
lemon zest and salt and
pepper to taste. Toss to coat.

Ingredients

For an outdoor grill, simply
brush your fennel wedges with
olive oil, sprinkle with sea salt,
and grill until soft and tender,
turning occasionally.
When the fennel is finished
cooking, drizzle lightly with
lemon juice and zest, and
sprinkle with freshly chopped
parsley and a little salt.

10 whole ripe peaches
oil
basil
black pepper
Method
Rub peaches with oil, basil,
and black pepper. Skewer the
peaches and grill until heated
through. Serve with vanilla ice
cream and raspberry sauce or
whipped cream.
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Cut to perfection
Buckhead Beef is the kind of purveyor you’d expect Chef David Burke to embrace, with its impeccable quality and total
traceability. Adding to-the-gram exactness for cuts of meat to the equation might not seem like a big deal—but from
butcher to the center of the plate, it has incredible impact along the way.
A test kitchen at Buckhead Beef
enables chefs like David Burke to
try new products. This culinary
center, equipped with the same
high-quality line of equipment
that chefs use, allows Burke to
plan his menu, take the meats
straight from the cutting facility,
and cook them right there.

uckhead Beef was founded in 1983 by a handful of devoted
employees and with a simple philosophy: to provide the highestquality products at the best prices. “It sounds simple, but if
you operate your business with a commitment to service and customer
satisfaction, you achieve your goal,” explains Bob Mark, director of sales
for Buckhead Beef Northeast. “We run our business the old-fashioned
way, but with modern technology. Everything we do is about service.
Consistency is the key—our customers want to know that what they get
the first time is what they will get the tenth and the fiftieth time.”

in Ireland and in France. And it’s so expensive, it’s the type of change a
company like Buckhead can afford to make only every seven years or so.
But its efficiency made it a necessity in their minds.

To get that kind of consistency, you have to start with total traceability.
Buckhead Beef buys only from specific packers in specific locations. Every
piece of meat that makes its way into their facility is bar-coded, so they
can almost literally trace it back to where it originated, when it came, even
down to the mother of who it came from.

Then there’s safety. Each finished cut of meat passes through a series of
metal detectors, negating such concerns as finding the tip of a knife that
might have broken off in the meat during cutting. Cleanliness is another
assurance in a time of more and more cross-contamination.

But consistency also means providing the same size cuts of meat each and
every time. And for that reason, Buckhead Beef made a sizable investment
in a StreamLine cutting machine, part of an innovative new trimming line
from industry-leader Marel Food Systems that “reads” a piece of boneless
meat for weight and density. Its computers then decide the best way to
cut the meat to sizes Buckhead sells the most of. “Each cut of meat is sent
over what’s called a smart scale, which sorts the pieces into different sizes,”
Bob explains. “For example, filet steaks are generally cut into sizes ranging
from 4- to 14-ounces—but since the machine knows Buckhead sells more
of the 8-, 10-, and 12-ounce pieces, it cuts toward those sizes. Everything
has become a science, so that even something seemingly as mundane as the
butcher business is enhanced by technology today.”
Buckhead Beef is the only purveyor in the United States that owns this
cutting machine. Assembled in Iceland (where Buckhead’s staff was
trained), the machine is so big, it takes up almost a fifth of Buckhead’s
plant in New Jersey. It is so new, only two other countries own it: one each

First, there’s the cost factor. Better efficiency translates into savings for
not only Buckhead Beef, but also their clients and, ultimately, the diner.
“Usually when people cut meat by hand, they go over so as not to cut
smaller. A 10-ounce steak usually ends up at 10.5 or 10.8 ounces—that’s
a lot of accepted expense that goes on to the customer. This machine does
not accept that.”

And, finally, there’s the end result: an exact meal is a better meal. “Chef
Burke uses us as an insurance policy,” explains Bob. “He wants to make sure
he gets the best, and exactly what he wants. Exact is a very precise term. If
he wants to put out a 24-ounce rib steak, he wants it to be 24 ounces—he
wants all his steaks to be uniform. It’s easier and more efficient for him to
cook—if cooking to perfection is four minutes on each side, perfection on
every steak the same size will be four minutes on each side. This requires
consistency of product quality and exactness of product weight. No matter
what the temperature of the end product, he and his chefs know how to
get it right each and every time.”
“There is a moment of truth for every restaurant,” muses Bob, “putting
aside the décor, the waitstaff, and the money spent to create the right
ambience—it is the moment when the edge of a knife slices through the
meat in the center of the plate. When the juices start running freely, and
when someone takes that first bite, followed by a big sigh of satisfaction—
that is the moment our reputation is based on. And that is what has made
us the premier center-of-the-plate protein purveyor.”

The Salt wall aging room
David Burke Prime at Foxwoods Resort and Casino
2010 • davidburke
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Appleton Estate Reserve Rum ©2009 Kobrand Corporation, New York, NY. Product of Jamaica. Imported by Kobrand Corporation, New York, NY. 40% ALC. BY VOL. Please sip responsibly.

www.appletonrum.com

HOPPING ON HEAVEN’S DOOR
For centuries, beer has casually been referred to as “liquid bread.” It’s great shorthand, because both beer and
bread require grain, water, and yeast. But a key ingredient in beer that’s missing in bread is hops, and hops are
the soul of beer.
Hops are a flowering plant in the Cannabinaceae hemp family. The cultivated variety, Humulus lupulus, was
being used in Central Europe for brewing by about 500 AD. Today’s mature hop plants are a wonder to behold.
As a climbing plant, they are trellised and reach heights in excess of 20 feet. These gangly vines seem to come to
life as they catch the wind, looming over visitors to the fields. The flowers of the hop plant contain lupulin, which
holds the intense spicy “hoppiness” that we have come to associate with flavorful beer.

Beer Season Has Officially Started
Summer Ales
Created especially for
enjoyment in warmweather months, these
seasonal beers can be
brewed annually or for
one-time release. They
capture keynote flavors
that harmonize well with
the season’s fare. And
thanks to their tangy
notes of citrus or spice,
they are well-known
thirst quenchers in the
dog days of summer.

Wheat Beers
Refreshing wheat beers
are brewed with 30 to
60 percent wheat malt.
There are many different
types, Dutch and
German varieties being
the most common:
weissbier, witbier,
and lambic. These
beers are usually “top
fermented,” meaning
the yeast ferments at
higher temperatures,
resulting in distinctive
characteristics and
flavors among products.

India Pale Ale
Better known as
IPA, these beers are
moderately to massively
hoppy. The malt is
described as “bready”
and “caramel-like,”
with flavor hints of fruit
and nuts. The crisp and
bitter finish is known
to take the edge off
summer heat.

Classic Lagers
Developed in southern
Germany around the
16th century, lagers
use a strain of yeast
that is adapted to cold
temperatures. This is
a notable part of the
process, because yeast
cells remain at the
bottom of the wort—
hence the term “bottom
fermented.” The result
of these extended
cold-aging processes is
a smooth, clean flavor
profile that emphasizes
both the malt and hops.

14
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SUMMER BREWS
and

BBQs

Summer is officially here, and with it a celebration of our seasonal cravings. Grilled and buttered corn on

the cob, juicy charbroiled burgers, giant slabs of watermelon, thick barbecued ribs—all the favorites that
pair perfectly with a seasonal beer. A culmination of each brewer’s creativity and passion for the process,
these brews capture both the spirit and flavor of a quintessential taste of summer.
When it comes to beer and barbecue, Chef David Burke and Samuel Adams founder Jim Koch make for one
dynamic duo. When Burke fires up the grill, you can always count on Koch to bring the refreshments.
To help spread the summer tidings, here are a few pointers straight from the barbecue pit.

David Burke’s Summer Grilling Tips

Jim Koch’s Beer-Pairing Tips

The combination of beer and barbecue has to be one of my alltime favorite things in the world. It’s so easy, and just amazing
how smoke gives incredible flavor not just to meats, but to the
vegetables thrown on the grill as well. And beer is just the perfect
match. When Jim and I get together, he’ll bring different brews
and match them with the flavors of the foods I’m grilling. These
are some tips to make sure you maximize your grilling experience.

A quality steak will have some big flavors no matter how it’s
prepared. You will need a nicely balanced beer to not only
complement the meat but also cleanse your palate for the next
bite. Malt flavors that hit you up front go well with caramelized
flavors in steaks, while hops help to lift some of the heaviness.
Here are a few of my personal summertime favorites.

1. Ensure the grill is clean and
well seasoned, or oiled, so food
does not stick.

Boston Lager
First brewed in Jim Koch’s kitchen
in 1984, this deep amber lager
is created with only four classic
ingredients and traditional
brewing methods. The process
brings forth a rich sweetness from
the malt, and the use of two-row
barley imparts a full, smooth body
and a wide range of flavor. The
German noble aroma hops in this
beer—Hallertau Mittelfrüh and
Tettnang Tettnanger—add floral,
piney, and citrus notes that remain
present from the first smell to the
final sip.

2. When using marinades that
contain oil, remove excess
amounts to avoid flare-ups.

3. Make sure the grill is heated to
your desired temperature. If it’s too
hot, the meat will burn on the outside
before cooking through.
4. Allow cooked meats to rest for
a period of time before slicing.
This allows the juices to redistribute
and settle.

Latitude 48
A unique IPA style, brewed with
a select blend of hops from top
German, English, and American
growing regions located along the
Northern Hemisphere’s famed
“hop belt.” This combination

creates a distinctive, but not
overpowering, hop character. This
beer is dry hopped with Ahtanum,
Simco, and East Kent Golding for
a powerful citrus and earthy aroma
balanced by a slight sweetness and
full body from the honey-malt
blend.
Summer Ale
This one is refreshing, crisp, and
tangy. It’s brewed with wheat malt,
lemon zest, and grains of paradise,
a West African spice, to add a
peppery, citrus note that enhances
the tangy taste of lemon peel and
the floral notes of tropical fruits.
According to a 700-year-old legend,
medieval brewers used grains of
paradise to increase the chance
for love, leading people to believe
the spice has aphrodisiac qualities.
Here’s to summer lovin’.
2010 • davidburke
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La Vie
en Rosé
by Jennifer Simonetti-Bryan
Master of Wine

Photographs by Francois Millo/CIVP

Though there are many wine drinkers who still associate anything pink with “cheap and sweet,” imported rosé
sales grew almost eight times that of overall wine sales in the United States in 2009.
More than a quarter of the world’s rosés are produced in France.

France makes other rosés that we see in this country, and they are all

However, 40 percent of France’s quality rosés—meaning, designated

uniquely different. In Sancerre, they make rosé with pinot noir, with

AOC (or Appellation d’Origine Contrôlée)—comes from one single region:

crisp and sometimes racy acidity; while in Anjou, it’s made with cabernet

Provence.

franc. Bordeaux makes rosé as well, using the primary Bordeaux red grape

Made famous by the artists Van Gogh, Cézanne, Matisse, and Picasso,
and popularized more recently in America by Peter Mayle’s book A Year
in Provence, Provence is set in the southeastern corner of France along the
Mediterranean. This sun-drenched region conjures idealistic dreams of an
outdoor, relaxed lifestyle many stressed-out Americans dream about.

varieties of cabernet sauvignon and merlot, which sometimes provides
more weight than others.

some tasty and reasonable choices

for your summer delight
2008 Chateau Minuty, Provence

2008 Chateau Penin

Rosé wines are typically made from a blend of cinsault and grenache,

(50 percent grenache, 25

(90 percent cabernet sauvignon,

which adds the ripe red-berry notes, and sometimes syrah. Yet it’s the

percent tibouren, and 25 percent

10 percent merlot)—around $12

tibouren that brings to the wine the aroma of garrigues, an herbal element

cinsault)—around $25

Medium pink with modest

Pale salmon pink color with

aromas of black currant and

aromas of ripe strawberry,

cranberry. A medium-bodied

Rosés are made by letting the red grape skins macerate in the free-run

watermelon, minerals, and spice;

rosé with fresh acidity and

juice for some hours. The longer they sit, the more color the wine gets.

fairly delicate with fresh acidity;

balanced alcohol. A nice rosé

Provence rosés must contain 20 percent of saignée wine. Saignée—“bled”

nicely balanced and moderately

for those cab lovers during

in French—is a type of production that involves running off the grapes’

long finish.

the summer.

reminiscent of herbes de Provence. Most rosés do not see any presence of
oak so that the fruit character and terroir notes can come through.

juice from the tank after a short maceration on the skins. This is the
reason why many Provence rosés are a pale salmon pink.

2009 Chateau Montaud, Provence 2008 Sincerité, Vin de Pays
(cinsault, grenache, and syrah)—

du Val de Loire

Rosés can also be made by mixing together white and red wines. However,

around $12

(pinot noir)—around $11

for still rosé production in France, blending is strictly forbidden. In fact,

Pale reddish pink with aromas of

Medium pink with aromas

in 2009 French producers were outraged when a plan was proposed to

bright strawberry and raspberry,

of fresh strawberries and

allow the blending of red and white grapes to make rosé. Citing their long

with mineral tones and some

cranberries with mineral notes

winemaking traditions and quality, the producers called these blended

herbal notes. On the palate, it is

that adds to its finesse. A delicate

rosés “artificial.”

fairly delicate with fresh acidity,

rosé with crisp, refreshing acidity

Provence rosés are dry with touches of strawberries, red fruits, and hints

with a hint of phenolic toward the

that would pair beautifully with

finish. Good value.

salads. Another good-value find.

of herbs. They have an ability to transport you to a small Provençal village
where old men play pétanque—just imagine the sun shining bright,
a Mediterranean breeze, and the scent of strawberries and lavender
in the air.

After tasting all of these rosés, I was reminded of Galileo Galilei, the
famous 17th-century Italian scientist and mathematician, who said,
“Wine is sunlight, held together by water.” Though I can’t be sure, I think
he must have been referring to rosé.

16
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PITCHER PERFECT
A great way to make things easy on the host of a dinner
party or barbecue is to prepare cocktails in a pitcher.
These drinks are sure to get the party started!

Leblon Caipirinha Pitcher
Yields 6 servings
ingredients
10 oz Leblon Cachaça
2 1/2 fresh limes
9 tsp superfine sugar or
2 1/2 oz simple syrup
glass pitcher
Method
Muddle limes and sugar in a pitcher (use
a long muddler or bottom of a wooden
spoon). Fill the pitcher with crushed ice
and add Leblon cachaça. Stir the mixture
well. Serve in a rocks glass.

A few good tips
Mix all of the ingredients in the specific
order. If any of the ingredients sparkle
or fizz, add these last of all and just
before serving. Stir as little as possible
to preserve the effervescence of fizzy
ingredients.
Use simple syrup if the recipe requires it.
Don’t use granulated sugar—it doesn’t
dissolve well. If you really don’t have the
time to make the syrup yourself, caster
sugar (extra-fine baking sugar) can be
used.
Chill all the ingredients before mixing,
rather than using ice to chill it. Ice will
dilute the cocktail as it melts.
Avoid floating too many pieces of fruit in
the pitcher—it’s better to add fruit in the
serving glasses.

2010 • davidburke
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Your Everyday
Guide to Wine
Whether you’re a novice, an enthusiast, or something in-between, the best way
to learn about wine is from an expert. The Everyday Guide to Wine brings
you this rare opportunity with 24 lectures delivered by Master of Wine Jennifer
Simonetti-Bryan, one of only a few hundred people in the world to hold this
title—the most difficult to achieve in the world of wine.
Her accessible course will enhance your ability to try, buy, and—most of all—
enjoy wine. You’ll speak the language of wine; explore the wine-making process;
survey the characteristics of particular wines; tour great wine regions; and learn
practical tips for tasting, food pairing, gift giving, and more. Most of all, you’ll
develop the skills and confidence to understand your palate better, predict the
wines you’ll like, and make smarter buying decisions for yourself and for others.

The Everyday Guide to Wine
Taught by Jennifer Simonetti-Bryan, Master of Wine
������� ������
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Why Learn about Wine?
A Taster’s Tool Kit
Winemaking—From Vineyard to Harvest
Winemaking—From Harvest to Bottle
The Whites—Riesling to Chardonnay
The Reds—Pinot Noir to Cabernet
Champagne and Other Sparkling Wines
Port, Sherry, and Other Fortified Wines
What to Drink with Dessert
French Regions—Bordeaux and Loire
French Regions—Burgundy and Alsace
French Regions—Rhône, Languedoc, Provence

13. Wines of Northern Italy
14. Wines of Southern Italy
15. The Tastes of Germany and Austria
16. The Tastes of Spain and Portugal
17. U.S. Regions—California
18. U.S. Regions—Washington and Oregon
19. Other U.S. Regions, Mexico, and Canada
20. Sampling Argentina and Chile
21. The Best of Australia and Tasmania
22. Wines of New Zealand and South Africa
23. Becoming a Knowledgeable Wine Buyer
24. Wine for Any Occasion and Any Food

1-800-832-2412
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ORDER TODAY!
Offer Expires October 30, 2010
The Everyday Guide to Wine
Course No. 9123
24 lectures (30 minutes/lecture)

DVDs $254.95

NOW $69.95

+ $10 Shipping, Processing, and
Lifetime Satisfaction Guarantee
Priority Code: 43804

WWW.TEACH12.COM/3HDBW

Carnival
Brunch
at Fromagerie

David Burke’s Gourmet Pops come in three flavors: Cherry Pink Cashmere—
cheesecake with a pink-tinted white chocolate coating, dipped in pistachio
crunchies, ground green pistachios, and sun-dried cherries; Three-Chocolate
Tuxedo—cheesecake with white chocolate, milk chocolate, and dark chocolate
coatings, dipped in peanut crunchies and Reese’s Pieces; and Toffee Top Hat—
cheesecake with a milk chocolate coating, dipped in dark chocolate crunchies
and ground Skor bars.

hile the Carnival Brunch was designed with children in mind,
the sheer quantity and variety of food is a magical wonderland
for gourmets of all ages. Every Sunday, the bar at David Burke’s
Fromagerie undergoes a transformation: the chairs disappear and a
sumptuous buffet covers every inch of the bar counter. A cotton candy
cart rolls in, and kids can watch a Willy Wonka donut machine crank
out mini donuts. A magician makes his rounds from table to table, and
Fromagerie servers follow him with appetizers—so that even before you
get to the buffet, you’ve been fed.
Word to the wise: save room, and eat strategically! The all-you-can-eat
extravaganza includes crêpes, omelets, carved meat, lobster dumplings,
clams, oysters, shrimp, salads, the infamous Fromagerie burger, and a
“never-ending” dessert bar piled high with cakes, cupcakes, pies, cobblers,
and cheesecake lollipops.
According to David, the kids love it. It has all the bounty of a grand
hotel buffet, but its interactive features give it an extra “wow” factor. You
can toast your own bread at the bar, make cotton candy and donuts,
and design your own omelets. And for the older “children,” great Bloody
Marys take the edge off Saturday night’s festivities!

Rumson Throwdown
David Burke worked alongside Markus and Hubert Peter, the owners of
La Fromagerie, for years before he finally bought the place and made it his
own. Their working relationship blossomed into friendship, and Burke strives to
maintain the legacy of the Peters’ original vision while developing his own menu.
Every Saint Patrick’s Day, Burke and
the former owners spar in a culinary

David Burke & sylvain delpique

Assorted passed hors d’oeuvres

competition playfully referred to
as the Rumson Throwdown. Each

vs. Hubert peter & whitey calton

David Burke & sylvain delpique

Hubert peter & whitey calton

vote for their favorite. It’s a real

First Course

Second Course

event, complete with a roulette

Corned Beef and Foie Gras Torchon
mustard fruits and brussels sprout leaves

Black Pepper Lamb Tenderloin
watercress salad, cashews, Irish bleu cheese,
blood-orange vinaigrette, and soda-bread croutons

Third Course

Fourth Course

Cod Steak Benedict
Irish bacon and sunny-side up quail egg

Roasted Duck Breast
duck sausage, stuffed cabbage, and cumin sauce

prepares two dishes, and customers

wheel, prizes, lots of beer and wine,

winner

and no shortage of fun. The winner
even takes home a trophy cup.

Dessert
Chocolate Irish Whiskey Torte
Irish whiskey anglaise
2010 • davidburke
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The art of roasting, perfected

purveyors of fine coffee and espresso

www.coffeeafficionado.com
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Supima Lightweight Tees
In the heat of summer,
there’s nothing better than a
go-to tee. Made from extrasoft, organically grown
cotton, this is as close as it
gets to going shirtless.

Bloomingdale’s
Classic Polo
There’s no easier style
for poolside fêtes,
golf matches, and
afternoons at sail than
a vintage-wash polo.

One celebrated chef.
Seven and a half floors to shop.
Ten summer must-haves.
In preparation for the tastes of summer—and the outdoor adventures that come with it—
Chef David Burke heads to Bloomingdale’s to bring us ten staples for the sunny season.

All-Clad BBQ Tool Kit
When you show up with this tool kit, they’ll
know you’re serious about your barbecue.
Four essential stainless-steel tools, ready
to carry to any cookout anywhere in a
handsome metal case. Includes fork,
brush, locking tongs, and turner.

Ray-Ban Sunglasses
With 100% UV protection,
these sunglasses have a
great, secure fit.
Le Creuset Square
Skillet Grill Pan
A great option for low-fat
cooking, this skillet’s
distinctive grid pattern sears
food evenly, while creating
the signature char lines of
summer.
Prepara Tabletop Oil Mister
A quick and simple way to
create your own flavored oils
by infusing fresh herbs, spices,
or even ingredients like chili
peppers and garlic. Think
“a fresh take on summer salads.”
Jonathan Adler
“Neptune”-Pattern
Melamine Collection
Whether celebrating lakeside
or serving up fresh fruits
de mer, this whimsical
dinnerware makes paper
plates a thing of the past.

Le Creuset BBQ Jar
Keep this charming stoneware
pot alongside the grill or at the
picnic table for quick access to
your favorite barbecue sauce.
Includes a silicone-and-wood
basting brush.

Cambridge Silversmiths LTD
From picnics in the park to
backyard barbecues, this
plastic flatware is the perfect
way to dress up the traditional
checkered tablecloth.

Wüsthof Classic Ikon
Talk about the ultimate summer slice, this eight-inch
hollow-ground chef’s knife is precision forged for
balance with a triple-riveted full-tang handle.

visit bloomingdales.com
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A Culinary
Beverage
Non-Alcoholic,
Sparkling, and
All-Natural

Proudly Served at
David Burke Restaurants
www.twelvebeverage.com

Photo by Ted Axelrod

Chef Emeril Lagasse; Claire Insalata Poulos,
president of Table to Table; and Chef David Burke.

DAVID BURKE INTERVIEWS

EMERIL LAGASSE

At this year’s Table to Table Chefs Gala charity event, David Burke sat down to catch up with his friend and
fellow chef Emeril Lagasse. The two award-winning chefs finished the evening by sharing their signature dishes
with the benevolent crowd. Table to Table’s mission is to collect prepared and perishable food that would
otherwise be discarded and deliver it for free to organizations that serve the hungry. This year, they will deliver
enough food to serve more than 6.5 million meals.
David Burke: Tell me how you ended up in New Orleans, and why that
cuisine originally struck home with you?
Emeril Lagasse: When I was 25, I got a call from Ella Brennan of
Commander’s Palace in New Orleans. She interviewed me for months
and ultimately brought me there. What an amazing experience.

DB: As one of the pioneers in the modern age of TV chefs, where do
you see the current trend of cooking shows and chefs’ shows going in
the next few years?
EL: I think the options are endless.

The people and cuisine kept me there.

DB: Did you ever think your “BAM!” expression would be so popular?
What’s the story on how you came up with that?

DB: I know you were happy about the [New Orleans] Saints winning the
Super Bowl. Did you go? Post-Katrina, what do you think that did for
the city of New Orleans?

EL: Could never have predicted that! When we were first filming, we
would pump out shows, and in between I would use the phrase with the
crew to wake them up.

EL: Who dat! Yes, I definitely went—how could I not? It gave the great
people of New Orleans more hope and another reason to celebrate.

DB: What are you up to these days—restaurants, TV, etc. . . .

DB: At the very start of your career, you went from being a musician
to becoming a chef. Why did you make that choice? And do you see
similarities in creating or playing music and cooking?
EL: Well, I grew up doing both, and I still love both. I worked at a bakery
when I was 13, but even before that I was playing drums in a local
Portuguese band. I got a scholarship to the New England Conservatory
of Music and ended up turning that down to pursue my passion with
cooking. I love food and making people happy.
DB: If you had to go back to that crossroads, which would you choose—
music or cooking?
EL: Cooking is my passion and has been an awesome adventure so far. I
also love music, and have been fortunate enough to overlap the two along
the road.

EL: All of the above—taking care of my restaurants, writing cookbooks, a
new show, my Sirius radio show . . .
DB: Over the past couple of years, how has your approach to opening a
restaurant changed? What are you doing differently now than what you
were doing, say, five to six years ago?
EL: Today people want great ingredients, fresh and smaller portions. They
also want excellent service and affordability.
DB: You’ve recently become a “neighbor” here on the Upper East Side.
What do you like most about living in New York City?
EL: The city has so much to offer—restaurants, museums, sights,
Broadway, sports. It’s an awesome place!

QUICK-FIRE QUESTIONS
Favorite dish to prepare in
a restaurant: My New Orleans
BBQ Shrimp
Favorite dish to prepare for
friends: Stir-fry
Favorite ingredient: Garlic
Top five foods always in your
pantry: Pasta, essence, chicken
stock, olive oil, pasta sauce

Must-have cookbook: Julia
Child’s Mastering the Art of
French Cooking
Must-have cooking utensil:
Can’t do anything without
a great set of knives
Favorite restaurant in the world,
and favorite dish there: Who
could pick just one?!
Favorite food city: New Orleans,
of course . . . internationally,
Spain and Italy

One thing you always have in
your suitcase for any trip:
A good bottle of wine
Person in food history you’d like
to share a meal with or cook for:
I have—Julia Child
Most memorable meal:
Eating crawfish with Julia Child
Favorite thing to do when not
cooking: Fishing
Favorite vacation destination:
Italy
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HauteNotes

From the publisher, HauteNotes is about the discovery of all things innovative

and exciting in food and wine, art and design, and style and travel. Visit hautenotes.com.
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HAUTELEARNING
FARM TO FORK:
Cooking Local, Cooking
Seasonal, Cooking Fresh
by Emeril Lagasse

Learn To Drink

Published by HarperStudio,
an imprint of HarperCollins
Publishers
Emeril Lagasse continues his
lifelong commitment to using
fresh, local ingredients in his
restaurants and home kitchen.
He has spent the past 30 years
building close relationships
with farmers, fishermen, and
ranchers. Farm to Fork is his
guide to help you also explore
the great local bounty through 15 flavorful chapters—sweet summer
“Corn, Beans, and Squash,” juicy “Berries, Figs, and Melons,” sublime
naturally raised meats “Out on the Range,” fresh catch “From the Dock,”
and savor the seasons year-round by “Preserving the Harvest.” Fill your
basket with the ripest ingredients from every season at the markets (or
your backyard garden) and dig into delicious recipes like Sweet Potato
Ravioli with Sage Brown Butter, Cheesy Creole Tomato Pie, Honey-Brined
Pork Chops with Nectarine Chutney, Watermelon Rind Crisp Sweet Pickles,
and Rhubarb Strawberry Crisp. Even learn how to make your own cheese
and pasta at home. Emeril shares his love for fresh-from-the-fields
foods—and the heritage of the artisans who bring them to the table.

HAUTEoutdoor
Eva Solo Table-Grill
Gather round the Eva Solo table
grill so everyone can join the fun of
grilling food! The bowl part is made
of porcelain, while the grid and the
insert, which holds the glowing coals,
are made of stainless steel. Prior to
being lit, the grill can be held by the
steel handle. When hot, it stands securely on its table guard. After use,
the bowl, insert and grid can be put in the dishwasher. And when it is
not being used for barbecuing, you can use the grill’s porcelain bowl
without the steel insert as a salad bowl.
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Everyday Guide to Wine. Delivered
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24 comprehensive lectures are
an interactive learning and tasting experience unlike
any wine education tool available. The Everyday Guide
to Wine provides a wealth of information for novices,
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connoisseurs. It’s the perfect way to better understand
your palate, strategies for buying wine, food pairings for
any occasion, and much more.
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david burke locations

133 East 61st Street
New York, NY 10021
tel 212.813.2121
davidburketownhouse.com
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135 East 62nd Street
New York, NY 10065
tel 212.754.1300
fishtaildb.com

				

Bloomingdale’s
New York, NY 10022
McCarran Airport, Terminal D
Las Vegas, NV 89119
burkeinthebox.com

26 Ridge Road
Rumson, NJ 07760
tel 732.842.8088
fromagerierestaurant.com

davidburke.com

Foxwoods Resort & Casino
Route 2
Mashantucket, CT 06338
tel 860.312.8753
davidburkeprime.com

616 North Rush at Ontario
Chicago, IL 60611
tel 312.660.6000
davidburke.com/primehouse
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You’ve Got Great

TASTE

BIG OR SMALL, WE’VE GOT IT ALL
From the little helpers to all the things that make a home truly remarkable.
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LIKE NO OTHER STORE IN THE WORLD

